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representatives simply respond that
• When challenged with this formal legal view,
it is a process of “simultaneous transfer” that they have been doing with great
success in many Villages around Australia.
• They have made it clear that they intend to continue until they have gained possession
of sufficient Freehold Titles to be able to develop or redevelop Villages at their sole
discretion.
have been registered as owners of four Lots and are in
•
the process of selling leases over another two.
• They only need to own 7 Lots to be able to dominate the Owners Corporation
Committee.
• Acting as both Manager setting onerous conditions on purchase and as Sales Agent
determining all aspects of marketing and sale, they have been able to delay the sale
of vacant Lots for up to three years, thus causing a fall in market value most
advantageous to themselves when they make an offer to frustrated vendors.
• Acting as Sales Agent and conveying the property into their own possession without
first explaining to the vendor the nature of the benefit they are acquiring and
obtaining an acknowledgement in writing from the vendor that the vendor is
satisfied with the arrangement,
are also in breach of the Victorian Estate
Agents Act.
• By not obtaining an independent market valuation for the property they are
commissioned to sell,
set their own (low) price, further breaching the
Victorian Estate Agents Act
• In selling a lease over a property for which they have not previously paid full market
consideration (they pay the vendor after the lease is sold), they are deceiving the
leasehold buyer, since they are selling the lease over a property that they do not
actually own at the time.
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